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INTRODUCTION
This story is about members of one of Australia’s earliest
families. Many members of the family achieved fame in various
walks of life.
At the time of the death of Isabel Osborne (nee Throsby) it was
said that had the estate been divided equally among all the relatives
no one person would have received more than about ten pounds.
This is not to understate the size of the estate.
Isabel is one of the Osbornes to which this story relates. It is
chiefly concerned with Henry and Sarah 0sborne, of Pumpkin
Cottage later Marshall Mount at Dapto, who carne to Australia from
Northern Ireland in 1829, and in giving, for the first time, a fairly full
account of the Osbornes of Kangaroo Valley.
Although it should be of particular interest to Australians it
should also appeal to anyone who wishes to trace development in a
pioneering country.
In the preparation of this Bicentenary Book the author is much
indebted to the Royal Australian Historical Society and the
Shoalhaven City Council who have made generous grants to cover
the costs of printing and publication. I am equally indebted to Mr
Peter Price of Nowra. Peter has given a lot of his time and the use of
his computer towards preparing material for incorporation in this
issue.
John Griffith
Beaumont NSW 2577
24th September 1988
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HENRY OSBORNE OF MARSHALL MOUNT
To understand what happened in Kangaroo Valley in the period
1830/1839 and in the decades that followed, we must temporarily
leave the Valley and turn our attention to Albion Park.

Henry Osborne 1803/1859
Henry Osborne of Marshal Mount never lived in the Valley. He
was, however, the first of the Osbornes to purchase land there. He
was the father of thirteen children, two of whom (his third and
fourth sons) inherited their father’s Valley properties on his death.
Another two, (the first and second sons), may have managed them
for a short time in the 1850’s. The story of Henry’s life and his
speculations are an important part of Kangaroo Valley history.
He was born in Northern Ireland on the 8th February 1801. He
was the youngest (the fourth son) of a family of ten. His parents,
Archie and Jane (nee King) live at Durranaseer, near Dromore, Co
Tyrone. Two of his brothers had medical qualifications, such as they
then were.
These two brothers - Alick and John - had been making journeys
to New South Wales as surgeon superintendents of convict
transports for some time before Henry came in 1829. In the course
of these visits they observed the way the Colony had begun to
develop in the 1820’s and the profitable possibilities that existed for
an enterprising free settler.
Henry Osborne was a rich man. That he had an eye to the main
chance was already demonstrated before he left Ireland. The sale
there of his farm and other property had realised £3,000 pounds.
Part of this he invested in Irish linen which he sold at considerable
profit soon after he reached New South Wales.
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On the 11th September, 1828, Henry married Sarah, the eldest
daughter among eight children of the Reverend Ben Marshall and
his wife Judith (nee Hamilton) also of Dromore.

Arrival in Australia
Henry and Sarah sailed for Australia in the “Pyramus” which
reached Sydney on the 9th May, 1829. After a few days in Sydney
they went to stay at the property of Captain James Thompson,
Drummond Cottage, Liverpool, so that Henry could gain work
experience of local farming conditions before setting up for himself.

Sarah Osborne

Henry Osborne

Courtesy of Miss Phyllis Osborne

Henry was nothing if not self-confident. In less than three weeks
of his going to Thompson’s he felt competent to embark on his own.
On the 19th June 1829 he applied to the government for a Primary
grant of Land.
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Applications for Grants were required to show that they had
sufficient means to justify an approval of the application. Osborne’s
letter to the Colonial Secretary enclosed a schedule of the cash and
capital at his disposal.
The list included:Cash at Bank
Spanish Dollars ( in £Stg)
300 Dollars in bills (in £Stg)
Promissory notes etc.
Value of Merchandise
(Including3 boxes Irish Linen)

£ 855.11.06d
£126.19.09d
£65.00.00d
£266.04.00d

Plus sundries totalled

£2501.11.01d

£1098.19.10d

Osborne received a remarkably quick response to his request.
A maximum Grant of Land (2560 acres) was made to him in July
1829 and he moved to the Illawarra soon after. Sarah followed after
the birth of their first child at Liverpool on 20th January 1830.

Marshal Mount
The 2560 acres which Henry received was in the area of what is
now called Dapto just over 3 Km north-west of Albion Park. In
honour of Sarah’s parents he named the estate “Marshall Mount”.
ln accordance with the custom of those times, the Land Grant
carries with it an entitlement to twenty-five “assigned servants”, ie
ticket of leave convicts. The entitlement was one convict per 100
acres. In this way convicts were “taken off the government stores”
and landowners were provided with labour in return for an
agreement to provide their keep and be responsible for their
behaviour.
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The first of Osborne’s buildings at Albion Park was “Pumpkin
Cottage”. Surveyor Hoddle’s sketch made in 1832 (copy from
Mitchell Library) shows this to be a simple, although substantial,
slab structure with wooden shutters and a bark roof.

“Pumpkin Cottage.”Their first home near Lake Illawarra.
Drawning by Robert Hoddle, 1832.
Courtesy of Mitchell Library

The position of this building was just to the rear where,
commencing in 1833, Osborne was to provide his wife and family
with a commodious home. This home was of “colonial style with an
oval light over the deep set front door”. It had French windows that
“lead on to the stone paved verandah .... it is of stone” with “lovely
cedar doorways” and an “elegant staircase” with “slender.
balasters”, (Nesta Griffiths “Some Southern Homes of NSW” p3).
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Land Purchase
Henry was quick to start buying Land. On 6.9.l830 he made
application “for permission to bid for land with a view to purchase”.
His interest was in 920 acres adjoining Terry’s property. In support
of the application he stated he already had 2560 acres, buildings
worth £800, available money capital of £1,600, 10 horses and 200
horned cattle. He had put up three miles of fencing and employed 9
convicts and 5 free servants. Earlier in the same year (ie within a
few months of coming to Albion Park) he had purchased a property
called “Avondale”. This was the 500 (?300) acres land grant made to
Alfred Elyard in 1823.
Alongside horses and cattle breeding and dealing and having a
large family, land purchase was to become a major part of
Osborne’s life.

The Osborne Clan
Marshall Mount and its associated buildings were inhabited and
surrounded by Irish relatives and compatriots, some of whom
Osborne brought out to work for him. The atmosphere was one of
horses and cattle and pigs and large families. To the natural land
hunger of the Irish was added the need to provide for a rapidly
expanding population and steadily growing families.
Starting with only Henry and Sarah in 1829, within seven years
there were (at or near Marshall Mount) thirty-one other Osbornes
directly related to Henry - ie his own wife and the first six of their
children, and his brothers Dr John and Dr Alick with their wives and
six and five children respectively. There was also a nephew (Robert
Marshall) and a brother-in-law/cousin, James Osborne with his wife
and (in 1836) six children. There were other Osbornes of Irish origin
in the Wollongong area who may have been less closely related to
Henry.
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The inter marriage within the Osborne clan indicated by the
brother in law/cousin relationship between Henry and James
Osborne, (James, Henry’s cousin had married Isabella, one of
Henry's sisters) tends to complicate the history of the Osborne
Family already complicated by a multiplication within the family of
first names such as Henry, Alick, Pat, Ben and John. There is also a
frequent repetition of given second-name patronymics (or more
usually matronymics) eg Marshall, Hamilton, King, Hill and (in Alick
II's family) Throsby!
In the circumstances, as they were at Marshall Mount and in
Albion Park in 1836, it is hardly surprising that Henry began his land
acquisitions at an early stage. But for him, the business of buying
and selling horses and cattle and (starting with his acquisitions in
the Illawarra and Kangaroo Valley) the purchase of land, appears to
have become an obsession. Later, his acquisitions expanded from
the county of Camden to many other parts of the country and to the
buying of coal mines and railways. His ownership came to the point
where it needed a special Act of Parliament to dispossess him of
much of the land on which the town of Maitland was to be
built.(ADNB p304 Vol 2 1788-1850). He “conducted an immense
business” (op cit). One of his Irish proteges, Charles McCaffrey, who
was brought out and employed by him from 1841, thought that had
he (Osborne) lived “the allotted span of life, he would have been by
far the richest man that ever settled in Australia.” (Frank McCaffrey
“History of Illawarra” p179. Sands 1924). As it was, Henry died in
1859 at the age of 56. He was a diabetic.

Osborne’s Midas Touch
What were the forces that drove Osborne to this fever of fortune
seeking? Perhaps the prospect of an early death because of his
diabetes and the need to provide for a widow and thirteen children.
But his actions went further than the making of provisions for
dependants. He appears to have had “the Midas touch” and to have
exercised it with outstanding success. The magic was probably
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already present in his original land in Ireland. £3,000 was a lot of
money for a farm in Ulster in 1828. Then at age 25, there was a
profitable deal in Irish linen, to be followed almost immediately by
his quick success in obtaining and developing his Illawarra land
grant.
But one suspects that there was even more to it than this flair
with which fortune or fate had endowed him. Osborne’s actions
leading to his land acquisitions in Kangaroo Valley (see following
pages) reveal “wheeling” as well as ”dealing” in his efforts to obtain
his own way. Finally there is also an opinion of one who knew him
well and held him in high regard, not withstanding the implied
criticism in his judgement of Osborne. We refer again to Charles
McCaffrey who worked for Henry from 1841 to 1846 at Marshall
Mount and then for a further six years “on the shares” in charge of
Osborne’s Kangaroo Valley estate. This judgement, recorded by
Frank McCaffrey upon the evidence of his father, Charles, says
Osborne “was naturally very clever, keen and immensely energetic
.... every act of his life, all his dealings and transactions were for
himself”. This is a rather harsh verdict. We have already suggested
that a major motivating force in Osborne's drive for wealth was to
provide for his wife and family. But if these may be regarded as an
extension of himself there seems to be truth in McCaffrey’s
observation. In the whole of the bequests under Henry’s will,
amounting to 34,842 acres (much of it very valuable land) and
collieries, railways, houses and premises (in Pitt and Elizabeth
Street, Sydney) everything was left to his sons .... subject to the
provision of annuities for Sarah ... and cash bequests to daughters
(£28,000) and other members of the family (£4,500). The only item
otherwise (i.e. outside the family) was a bequest to his servant John
Gadney, of £2 per month for life. We do not know how old Gadney
was in 1858.
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There is no evidence in Henry’s will for any benefactions other
than this, nor for the statement (Nesta Griffiths op cit p10) that he
endowed the building of the Osborne Memorial Church at
Brownsville. This was provided later by his family.
This then was the man who visited the Kangaroo Ground for the
first time in the early 1830’s and who quickly thereafter, by one
means or another, acquired much of the most fertile land in the
centre of the Valley. Even at that stage, Osborne undoubtedly
intended this to be the inheritance of one of his ten sons.

The Family
Thirteen children
Jane
Henry Hill
Pat Hill
Alick
Charlotte
Ben Marshall
Archibald
John
George
James
Frank
Hamilton
and Ann

1830/1916
1831/1891
1832/1902
1834/1895
1835/ ?
1837/1912
1839/1847
1841/1859
1843/1920
1845/1877
1846/1914
1850/1920
1852/1911

Two of the boys (Archibald and John) died early. James and Ann
didn’t marry. Had Henry and Sarah lived to know it, the other nine
of their children provided them with 79 grand-children.
Of Henry’s sons, those that had associations with Kangaroo
Valley were Henry Hill, who may have briefly managed Barrengarry
in the late 1850’s, and Alick and Ben, between whom the Valley
Properties were divided on Henry’s death.
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Henry’s Overlanding
The story of how Henry obtained his properties in Kangaroo
Valley is dealt with later. Before we come to it, this pen portrait of
Henry Osborne would not be complete without a brief reference to
the famous overland journey he made to Adelaide in 1839 soon
after he received his 2560 acres land grant in Barrengarry.
Following an inauspicious beginning in 1834, South Australia had
been re-constituted on a new basis in 1838 but soon ran into
trouble because of a large influx of colonists and an administrative
muddle. There were exceptional difficulties; Adelaide was on the
brink of starvation. In this the “overlanders” saw an opportunity to
benefit and Henry Osborne took his place among them. Having
without doubt heard of the success of Hawdon, Stuart and Dutton,
Henry started for South Australia from Dapto on the 14th December
1839 and arrived in Adelaide just four months later. He was
accompanied by one free man, three convicts and three aborigines.
According to a report in the South Australian Register of April 4th,
1840 “Mr Osborne has just arrived overland from NSW with 855
cows, bullocks, heifers, steers, etc, 62 horses and 800 fat wethers all
of which have arrived in excellent condition, and are likely to meet
with a good and speedy market”. At a low estimate the herd was
valued at £13,845 (Kylie Tennant “Australia Her Story” p115). It
probably sold for much more. In any event, after meeting all
expenses Osborne made a very large profit from this expedition.
A report in the South Australian press later to that April, 1840
stated that Osborne’s stock had been “the largest herd of cattle
ever brought within the Province”.
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HENRY OSBORNE’S LAND ACQUISITIONS IN
KANGAROO VALLEY
The first man to obtain a Land Grant in Kangaroo Valley was
Captain Richard Brooks. He was promised land here by Governor
Macquarie in 1815 and soon after that he had a hut and a stockyard
on the north bank of the bank of the river opposite the present
township.
It was not until 1831 that Kangaroo Valley was surveyed and 700
acres marked out in fulfilment of Macquarie's promise. In the
meantime both Brooks himself (in l833) and his wife Christiana (in
1835) had died and the title deed of the land issued to the daughter
Charlotte.

The Brook’s Land
An entry in the records states that on 4th November, 1835 Henry
Osborne bought 600 acres of land standing in the name of Brooks.
This appears to be the land surveyed for the Brooks estate in 1836.
It seems that, having heard of Mrs Brooks’ death on l2th April, 1835,
Osborne made an early and successful bid for the property even
before the daughter, Charlotte, had received the title deed and it
looks as if in the process Osborne acquired 700 acres, the area to
which the deed related, for £450, ie the amount he had paid for 600
acres.

James Osborne
Three months after Osborne bought Brooks’ land in November,
1835 his cousin/brother-in-law, James, arrived in New South Wales
in the ship Clyde (7.2.1836), having travelled steerage with his wife
Jane and six children. James (ages 15); Archibald (14); Charles (12);
Thomas (10); Jane (8); and Isabella (7);.
Two months after his arrival James applied for 980 acres on the
banks of the Kangaroo River, diagonally south-east from the land
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Henry had bought from Charlotte Brooks. Even at this stage (land
surveys in the valley were still outstanding) there was uncertainty in
the Colonial Secretary’s Office about the location of Brooks’ grant. A
note on the file relative to James Osborne’s application says “Query:
is this land likely to be claimed by the heirs of the late Richard
Brooks?”

The 980 Acres
This land was put up for auction on the 10th August 1836. James
Osborne attended the sale to bid for it but found that the portion
hadn’t been measured and was withdrawn from sale. James wrote
somewhat bitterly a fortnight later to the Collector of Inland
Revenue. He pointed out the losses that were occurring to the
Revenue and added “I arrived in the Colony on 7th February, 1836
with a large family and have never been able to get one acre of land
since for Love or Money …”. Perhaps because of this letter and to
recoup revenue losses there soon followed a flurry of surveying in
the Valley. Mr Surveyor Elliot spent the 11th and 12th of November
and his measuring included both the Books’ land and the piece that
James Osborne wanted to buy.

Alexander Brodie Spark
One consequence of Elliot’s visit was that these 980 acres again
came up to auction early in 1837, but James was unable to get the
land because he was outbid by the Wealthy Sydney businessman
Alexander Brodie Spark. Spark (1792/1856) had his finger in all kinds
of profitable pies. At the time he bought this land in the Valley he
was - among other things – Managing Director of the Bank of
Australia, a wool exporter, foreman of the Grand Jury, busily
engaged in land speculation in many parts of the Colony, first
Treasurer of the Australian Gaslight Co., Director of at least two
insurance companies and an active investor in several steam
navigation companies ( ADNB p464 Vol 2 1788-1850 ) .
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It is unlikely that Spark was much interested in the Valley except
as another medium of money-making. By contrast, James Osborne
wanted the land to farm and to provide for his large family. But if
Henry Osborne was successful and fortunate in his land purchases,
the opposite applied to James. Following his failure in the Valley he
attempted to buy 400 acres at Bong Bong. This also went wrong, but
that is not part of the Valley history.
A close study of the letters concerning land deals in the Valley at
this time leaves the reader with a feeling that Spark’s purchase of
the 980 acres was made with a view to re-selling this portion to
Henry Osborne at a much enhanced price at a later date. Spark got
it freehold for £514.10.0

Henry Osborne alias “Fleming”
This business which had so recently occurred possibly explains a
rather odd act of Henry Osborne's. On 31st May, 1837 he applied
for 800 acres (immediately adjoining Spark’s land to the east) to be
put up for sale. He did so, however, not in his own name, but in the
name of James Fleming, one of his employees. In offering an
explanation for this to the Colonial Secretary in the following year,
he said it was “for the same reason which has induced the
Government itself to conceal the names of applicants from the
public”. Presumably this was to avoid artificial inflation of land
prices. In Osborne's case there may have been the added reason - to
avoid Spark’s knowing that Osborne was interested in buying this
land. There is no evidence that this application of Osborne alias
Fleming relating to 800 acres was met. But on 2nd September, 650
acres of it was auctioned and went down to Spark who paid a
deposit. In 1839 the sale was cancelled because Spark had not
produced the balance of purchase and on 12.6.1839 the land was
bought by Leslie Duguid for £845 with an annual quit rent of 1/4d.
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In the letter in which Osborne explained why his application of
May 1837 had been made in the name of Fleming, he explained also
why he wished to obtain all this particular area. He said “.... (I have)
already occupied it for many years as a cattle station and made
several improvements thereon”. This explanation provides an
important clue to the date when Osborne first had cattle in the
Valley. 1835, the year in which he bought land from Charlotte
Brooks, could hardly be reckoned “MANY years” before 1837. A fair
assumption is that Osborne’s cattle came in 1833 at about the time
of (perhaps because of) Brooks’ death.

Osborne as a Squatter
His statement also reveals that at that stage he was “squatting”
on land here. He had no rights of occupancy. He had no promise of a
land grant. He had no Ticket of Occupation. He may have reached
an agreement with Mrs Brooks after her husband’s death, but if so,
that would relate only to the north of the river, whereas that to
which his letter referred was south. But having squatted on this land
for several years it was part of his strategy to acquire it and in this
he was ultimately successful.

The Secondary Land Grant
Having failed initially to obtain more in the Valley by subterfuge,
he then set about it in another, but also somewhat devious fashion.
On 12th July, 1837 he applied for a “secondary land grant”. A
fortnight before (12.6.1837) a Government notice had invited
applications. Acting on this Osborne submitted a claim. In support of
this he said he had capital of £8,000 of which he could apply £2,000
to £3,000 to the additional land. He had sheep to the value of
£1,000; horses £1,000; cattle £3,000; and land £5,500 – these
figures indicate how well he had been doing on his properties in the
Albion Park district.
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Attempt to evade the Law
There was nothing exceptional in his claim for a second grant,
but it is clear that in making his selection he attempted to evade
Government regulations governing selections. These stated that the
land should all be in one place and should not take more than a
certain length of water frontage and should consist of a “just
proportion of good and inferior land”. The story of Osborne’s
attempt to evade these rules is long (it extended over nineteen
months) and involved (there was an exchange of at least fourteen
communications).
The following synopsis highlights the main points:12.1.1837

Osborne’s claim

5.3.1838

Osborne says he wishes to select “in two portions”
(NB this was explicitly contrary to regulations).
The two portions were to be 1000 acres in the area
south of the river where he had been squatting;
1560 acres immediately North of the Brooks grant
which he’d purchased in 1835

13.3.1838
to
14.4.1838

Further exchanges during which Osborne requests
that his case be submitted to the Governor. This
was refused.

6.7.1838

Renews request for Governor’s consideration.

22.8.1838

Suggests 2560 acres north of the river which
violated regulations concerning water frontages.
He pleaded difficulties of terrain.

12.9.1838

A tart notice from the Governor to the effect that
peculiarities of land which prevented observance of
the regulations did not justify dispensing with the
regulations.
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From
Still more exchanges, one of which drew attention
10.10.1838 to Government Order No 3 of 19.8.1834 which
forbade “any lot to embrace both sides of a river”.
10.01.1819 Osborne submits yet another “objectionable”
selection. Objectionable because” by taking half a
mile of frontage on the principle stream it breaks
into a selection that would otherwise be available
for sale”.
Ultimately the Governor’s patience was exhausted. In a note
bearing his own initials “GG” ( ie Sir George Gipps) he said to the
Colonial Secretary:“On the 16.02.38 Mr Osborne obtained authority to select 2560
acres within four months. Eleven months have elapsed and he has
not yet made an unobjectionable selection. Inform Mr Osborne that
in allowing four months to date from 01.11.38 when he was told for
the third time that his selection must be made according to
regulations, I carry consideration in his favour to the very utmost
verge of my authority and perhaps even further than I ought to
carry it. Therefore unless a selection in every way unobjectionable
be made before the 1st March next his claim will be reported to the
Secretary of State as forfeited” GG 26.01.39.

The Barrengarry Estate
After all these exchanges over nineteen months the ultimatum
from the Governor settled the matter in one week. The Colonial
Secretary communicated the Governor’s sentiments to Osborne on
29th January and on the 6th February Osborne selected the 2560
acres at Barrengarry referred to as Portion 86 on the Illawarra
Parish map. These four square miles are of some of the best land in
the Valley. They straddle both sides of the Barrengarry Creek and
also take in several of its tributaries. One wonders if, in the final
upshot, the authorities got so tired of Henry Osborne they
overlooked the provisions of Government Order No 3 of 19.8.1834!
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160 Acres Linking the Brooks’ Land and Barrengarry
The authorities may have got tired, but henry didn’t. On the
same day he bowed to the Governor’s decision he asked the
Colonial Secretary if he could “purchase at the minimum price 160
acres at Kangaroo Ground …. to connect my additional Grant with
Brooks’ land it being now my property”. This was the bit of land that
made Osborne’s proposals of 10.1 .1839 “objectionable” because it
broke into selection that would otherwise be available for sale. In
recommending that this application be approved, the Surveyor
General observed that the minimum price would be at least 12/- per
acre. This would probably have been acceptable for Osborne
because “the medium of the recent sales within six miles of the land
in question is 25/- per acre.
However, whether acceptable to Osborne or not, it didn’t meet
with the Governor’s approval. On the 24th March the Governor sent
a note to the Surveyor-General saying “I cannot, I am sorry to say,
depart from the regulations in respect to this land. It must be sold
by auction.” To acquire these 160 acres (Portion 87) the Osbornes
had to wait until 1864 when Alick Osborne obtained it at a sale in
Berrima.

Kangaroo Valley Land Divisions in l839
One unsolved question is - which were the “two recent sales
within six miles” to which Henry referred in his letter to the
Surveyor-General? Leaving this unanswered, the position of land
ownership in the centre of the Valley in 1839 was: Osborne had his 2560 acres at Barrengarry separated by 160
acres from the 700 acres he had purchased from Brooks. Both these
properties were north of the Kangaroo River. Immediately south
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were the 980 acres belonging to Spark and to the east of these the
650 acres bought by Duguid.

Glenmurray
It was not long after 1839 that Osborne came into the possession
of both Duguid’s 650 acres and Spark’s 980 acres.
In 1841 Osborne and Sparks combined to purchase the Duguid
property. They each bought half of it (325 acres) for 10/-. The
record does not reveal what other considerations were associated
with the deal.
In 1841 Spark was bankrupted and all his very many holdings of
land (including that in Kangaroo Valley) were put up for auction. His
Kangaroo Valley estate of 1305 acres (ie the original 980 acres plus
the 325 acres he had got from Duguid) came into Henry’s
possession. With this purchase Henry now had 1630 acres south of
the river called Glen Moray and later changed to Glenmurray.
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The Bendeela Land
In 1839, a Captain John Gunn Collins of Petersham had been
made a Land Grant of 800 acres (for an annual Quit Rent of 1/4d) on
the fertile alluvial flats at Bendeela.
Having acquired it “for free” on 31.12.1839 (ostensibly on the
grounds that he was going to breed horses for the Indian Army)
Collins sold it just over a year later for £850.
Two years later (11.5.1843) Osborne bought it for £300 but he
sold it again at the same price to McKenzie and Holden on 1.5.1844.
These 800 acres continued to change hands at various prices
ranging up £1,430 and back to £900 until it was bought at £900 on
2.12.1854 by Samuel William Gray. Gray was the first man with
genuine farming interests to buy the land. Those that preceded him
had been Sydney men (Including an ironmonger and a “Bachelor
Merchant”) whose purchase was part of a policy of investment and
speculation.

Pastoral Licences Covering 11,490 Acres
The government Gazette of 10.8.1849 announced approval of
Osborne’s application for pastoral licences in Kangaroo Valley
covering eleven lots of land in various sizes from 640 to 1270 acres.
These were all in the vicinity of Barrengarry.
In the Gazette on 14.2.1854 three applications each for 640 acres
were notified as approved.
The eleven lots approved in 1849 totalled 9570 acres and the
three lots in 1854 totalled 1920 acres. Thus (assuming that these
licences were annually renewed) at the time of the Robertson Land
Acts of 1861, Osbornes had 11,590 acres of Valley land under
licence in addition to the Valley land they owned outright totalling
4890 acres.
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HENRY OSBORNE’S LAND OTHER THAN IN
KANGAROO VALLEY
At about the time he was acquiring land in Kangaroo Valley
Osborne also bought, or obtained under licence, vast acres of land
elsewhere.
Additional to his original land grant of 2560 acres which was the
heart of his Marshall Mount Estate he had bought in that vicinity
“Avondale”, “Lakelands” part of “Daisy Bank” and a lot of property
at Calderwood and Jamberoo. In 1843 he added 850 acres at Kiama
and the Wagarababily Station (24,000 acres) on the Tumut River.
Soon after this he obtained properties in the Riverina - 65,000 acres
at Jugiong, and, in various parts of the country west of Lockhart
(Brookong; Urangeline; Arajoel; Banjesi; Galore; Tootool), a further
64,000 acres (l000 square miles). ln January 1852 for £4,500 he
bought the Berry Jerry Station also just west of what is now
Lockhart from Mr John Bray. Concurrently he was adding to his
property on the Illawarra at Bellambi, Bulli and Mount Keira by the
purchase of land on which coal had been found and he had the
Osborne Wallsend Mine and other mines and railways in the area,
He also had land in County Georgiana; County St Vincent and the
County of Northumberland as well as land and properties in Sydney.
Before his death he had already disposed of some of this
property by way of gifts (eg Avondale to his eldest son, Henry) or
otherwise to members of the family (eg Brookong had been made
over to Pat Hill).
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HENRY OSBORNE’S WILL(1858)
――――――――――――――――――――――
Sarah (wife)
Annuities derived from sons’ estates
= £1,800 pa
――――――――――――――――――――――
Three daughters
Each £10,000 - Jane had already had £2,000
= £28,000
――――――――――――――――――――――
Three grandchildren and one niece
Various amounts
= £3,000
――――――――――――――――――――――
Eight Sons
Age in Property
Locations
1858
――――――――――――――――――――――
Henry Hill
38
2349 ac
Avondale + other in
vicinity. Part Marshall
Mount/Calderwood
――――――――――――――――――――――
Pat Hill
26
2805ac
Lakelands + other in
vicinity
――――――――――――――――――――――
Alick 25
2485ac
Near Jamberoo
(Kiama Parish)
+7 houses Pitt Street Sydney
――――――――――――――――――――――
Ben Marshall 22
3010
Part Marshall Mount
And Calderwood
Bundarbo & Point Station;
(S of Murrumbidgee)
――――――――――――――――――――――
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――――――――――――――――――――――
John King
17
4890
Kangaroo Valley ie
(dying)
Barrengarry and Brooks
3260 ac
Glenmurray 1630ac
――――――――――――――――――――――
Georqe
15
5800
Yallah
Estate in Co. Georgiana
Land in Pitt St Sydney
――――――――――――――――――――――
James and
14
Jointly
Various local lots
Frank
15
5673ac
Mt Oldred Estate
Co. Vincent
Mt Kiera Railways etc.
――――――――――――――――――――――
Hamilton
9
3590
Part Marshall Mount
/Calderwood
――――――――――――――――――――――
The Trustees
4237
Bulli 1437 acres and
Henry Hill, Pat,
all railways etc
Alick and Ben
belonging thereto.
(2800ac)
Co. Northumberland
――――――――――――――――――――――
Each of three sons
£1000 each to assist clearing
Alick, John and George
and building on land assigned.
――――――――――――――――――――――
Sarah (wife)
All household furniture,
carriages, horses and farming
and dairy utensils + £500 for
immediate expenses.
Residuary Estate to be sold by Trustees.
――――――――――――――――――――――
John Gadney (servant) .
£2 per month
――――――――――――――――――――――
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THE OSBORNES OF KANGAROO VALLEY
Under the terms of Henry Osborne’s will (December 1858) and
Codicil (February 1859) the Osborne properties in Kangaroo Valley
originally intended for John King Osborne (d.1859) were
bequeathed to Alick Osborne .... the Barrengarry Estate .... and to
Ben Marshall Osborne ... the Glenmurray Estate.

Alick Osborne (1834/1895)
Alick was born at Marshall Mount on the 19th March 1834. He
was the fourth child (third son) of Henry and Sarah. Unless Sarah
went elsewhere for the birth, Alick would have been born in
“Pumpkin Cottage” because work on the first part of the new house
did not commence until 1833 and would not have been completed
in time for the birth in March, 1844.
In common with most of his brothers, Alick received his
schooling partly in England and partly at the King’s School,
Parramatta. An entry in the King’s School records shows that he was
there in 1851 (ie age 17). He had previously been at school in
England.
It is not known at what age his schooling finished but it is
possible that in the mid-fifties Alick and his two elder brothers
Henry and Pat assisted their father in the management of his
estates in the Illawarra and also in Kangaroo Valley.
1858 was a turning point in the affairs of The Marshall Mount
Osbornes. In that year three of the sons - Henry Hill, John King and
George, aged 2l, 17 and 14 respectively, went to England and
Ireland. While in Ireland Henry Hill married a cousin, Charlotte
Scott. George remained at school in England but John King was
brought home by Henry and Charlotte because he was seriously ill
with tuberculosis. His father was also ill at the time and wrote to an
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old friend, John Leitch, “l regret to have to tell you that my health is
not improving - I suffer no pain worth mentioning - I have not very
sanguine hopes of regaining my health again ....” (Nesta Griffiths op
cit p. 10). He made his will in December. He devised his Jamberoo
properties to Alick and all his land in Kangaroo Valley to John.
When in February, 1859 it became apparent that John was also
about to die, the will was amended and the land in Kangaroo Valley
was divided between Alick and Ben Marshall. Ben was the son next
in age to Alick. In 1858 he was 2l and Alick was 25 years old. Upon
the death of their father, followed by John’s death three weeks
later, Alick inherited the Barrengarry Estate (the land north of the
river) ie the Brooks grant of 700 acres and the 2560 acres acquired
by Henry in 1838, and Ben received the Glenmurray estate (the land
south of the river) ie the 980 acres formerly Spark's and the 650
acres formerly Duguid’s.

Alick and Ben Inherit KV Land
When Alick and Ben came into the Kangaroo Valley properties it
was not as if these were to be, necessarily, their first and chief
interests.
They had both been substantially provided for under Henry's will
apart from this additional inheritance following their brother’s
death in April, 1859. Alick received the properties at Jamberoo and
in Pitt Street, Sydney. Ben had come into part of the Marshall
Mount/Calderwood Estate and two stations Bundarbo and the Point
Station south of the Murrumbidgee near Jugiong. Also, as two of the
four trustees, Alick and Ben had their share of mines and railways at
Bulli and in the Maitland district.
At the time of Henry's death Alick was still resident at Marshall
Mount but Ben was already running the property at Bundarbo and
also, from there, assisting his brother Pat Hill on the latter’s sheep
run at Brookong west of Lockhart.
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In these circumstances Ben never came to reside in the€ Valley
and for ten years after his father's death Alick remained at Marshall
Mount and (in association with his elder brother Henry Hill at
Avondale) managed Osborne properties from there.

Alick’s Marriage to lsabel Throsby
Another and decisive factor which kept Alick at Marshall Mount
was his marriage in September, 1861 to Isabel Throsby.
There is little doubt that Isabel was a driving, if not a dominating,
force in Alick's life. She was one of the seventeen children of Charles
Throsby and Elizabeth (Betsey) Broughton whose home was Throsby
Park at Bong Bong.

Alick Osborne

Isabel Osborne

Charles Throsby was the nephew of Dr. Charles Throsby who
made a pioneer journey through Kangaroo Valley in 1818, In
circumstances which reflected no discredit to him personally, old
Charles committed suicide on 2nd April, 1828 at age 61. He had no
children of his own. He left his property at Bong Bong to his
nephew, Charles.
Charles (1799/1854) married Elizabeth Broughton (1807/1891 )
at St. Luke’s Liverpool in 1824. Soon after, 1834, they built “Throsby
Park” house and it was here that Isabel Martha was born to them on
the 1st January, 1844.
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To throw some light on the character of Isabel which was to have
a formative influence on developments in Kangaroo Valley in the
years 1870 to 1890 a digression must be made to consider briefly
her family background.

Isabel’s Background
Her grandfather was Deputy-Commissioner William Broughton
(l768-1821) who came to Australia in the First Fleet. Broughton was
granted 1000 acres at Appin in 1811. In 1810, Broughton married
Mrs Elizabeth Simpson (nee Kennedy) by whom he had five children.
Previous to this (between 1792 and 1807) he had five children by
Elizabeth Heathorn (alias Ann Glossop) transported for seven years’
servitude from Welshpool in 1792.
Among Broughton's ten children were many daughters. The last
of the daughters born to him by his de-facto wife was Betsey
(Isabel's mother). When Betsey was three years of age her mother
sailed with her for England in the ill-fated Boyd. On putting into
Whangarpah Bay New Zealand, the Boyd was attacked by Maoris.
Except for Betsey, two other children and the mother of one of
these a Mrs Morley, all of the passengers and crew were massacred.
The survivors were rescued by Alexander Berry en route for South
America.
Several years later (1816) Betsey was returned to New South
Wales. Of Broughton’s many daughters most made notable
marriages. Betsey to Charles Throsby, for example; one of her
sisters married Charles Throsby Smith (another nephew of Dr.
Charles Throsby); and Rebecca the fourth of Broughton's children,
to Cornelius O’Brien the one who had cattle in Kangaroo Valley in
1823.
Betsey was only seventeen when she married Charles Throsby in
August 1824. Her first child was born just a year later and thereafter
the children came at intervals averaging eighteen months until
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Isabel arrived (the twelfth to do so) in 1844. There followed five
more, the last in 1852.

Isabel’s Way of Life
This brief account of Isabel’s mother and grandmother
supplemented by a consideration of the conditions of the both at
Throsby Park (her home) and at Marshall Mount at the time she met
Alick may go some way to explain Isabel’s view of life and her
manner of life during the years of her association with Kangaroo
Valley.
The first point of significance is that both she and Alick had been
accustomed from the time of their earliest remembrances to a
relatively affluent and populous environment. It is not difficult to
imagine the kind of bustle and entertaining and “social round” going
on at Marshall Mount, and even more intensely, at Bong Bong in
1858.
In a much modified way in its colonial setting, the area
incorporating Bong Bong (ie Bowral, Moss Vale, Berrima) was to
Sydney in those days what other country retreats (Versailles,
Maidenhead, Long Island) were to Paris, London and New York. For
six years from 1868 Throsby Park became the country residence of
the Earl of Belmore (Governor of New South Wales). Later it was
rented by the Fairfaxes and the Greys.
It may have been something of a disappointment to Betsey that
her girls did not make more fashionable matches then they did. But
with the prejudices that then related to convictism and illegitimacy
she was probably well pleased with Isabel's choice followed shortly
after by her seventh daughter Lucy’s engagement to Ben Marshal
Osborne.
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Indeed, of the eleven or twelve marriages to which Betsey was to
consent, those of Isabel and Lucy were among the best, judged by
the conventions of the mid-nineteenth century. Both Alick and Ben
were very wealthy. Furthermore, they were well placed to increase
the wealth in the manner of their father. Ben did so, though not to
the same extent as his father. But, in this matter, Alick was perhaps
a disappointment to Isabel. He derived plenty of money from the
estates he inherited both in Kangaroo Valley and in Jamberoo, but
he did not multiply it in the way his father had done, nor as did his
brothers on their vast sheep runs at Brookong and Redbank and
Foxlow.
On the evidence, we are entitled to suspect that one reason Alick
did not venture out into the wide open spaces as did Pat and Ben
and George was that Isabel wished to remain within reach of a
social life and of church and midwifery, and above all, her mother;
the last in order to be at hand to care for Betsey in her old age. At
the time she married Alick, Isabel (although only seventeen) was the
eldest daughter still at home. Moreover, the sisters next nearest to
her in age (two older and one younger) married naval officers and
were unlikely to be readily available in time of need. The second
youngest girl of the family was to marry Ben Osborne in 1866 and
live at Redbank, Jugiong and Ada, the youngest, was only nine in
l861.
The task of piecing together the evidence relative to Alick and
Isabel and their life in Kangaroo Valley is greatly handicapped by a
lack of correspondence. Some of the Throsbys wrote to some of the
Osbornes but unfortunately Alick and Isabel were not among them,
or, if they were, their letters have not been preserved or come to
light. However they were referred to by others from time to time
and it is these references that provide some of the information
upon which these observations are based.
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Other sources of information are the known facts about the
dates and place of births, deaths and marriages and such things as
schooling and dates of building of houses and churches. By great
good fortune, and thanks to Miss Rachel Roxburgh, there are also
tattered remains of three Osborne ledgers covering some of the
years from 1870 to 1890. From these varied elements a compound
picture begins to emerge.

Isabel and Her Religion
Part of this picture is Isabel’s attachment - seemingly her
PROFOUND attachment - to the Anglican Church. On the face of if,
she and Alick did not take up permanent residence in Kangaroo
Valley before 1869 or 1870. One reason for this may well have been
that, prior to that date, there was no Valley church at which Isabel
could make her devotions. Isabel was a prime mover in raising
money to have the Church built and she was doubtless in ready
agreement with, if not responsible for, the proposal that the famous
architect, Horbury Hunt, should design it.

Church of the Good Shepherd
a Horbury Hunt building 1871
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A profound attachment to the Church and a strict interpretation
of its teachings was not unusual among ladies of Isabel’s generation.
In her case they may have been accentuated because of her
personal background and the decalogue may have been extended
by her to an eleventh commandment - “Thou shalt not drink
fermented or spirituous liquor”. If this assumption is true, and if the
commandment was rigorously applied to her sons in their youth, it
could go some way to explain aspects of their behaviour once
maternal restraints were removed.

The Kangaroo Valley Family
Alick and Isabel had eight sons and three daughters - full details
are given later. None of their children was born, baptised or buried
in Kangaroo Valley. The only memorials to the family in the Valley
church are brass tablets to Alick and Isabel and to the son, Sydney
Herbert, who died in infancy and was buried at Bong Bong as were
his parents.
The family owned 7500 acres of the most fertile land in the
Valley; they had a manorial home with substantial quarters for
servants; they provided (at a price) the land on which the Anglican
Church, the Rectory, the Roman Catholic Church, the Kangaroo
Valley School and the Barrengarry School were built; they helped to
establish the “Township of Osborne”; and they seemed set to have
a demesne that would have done credit to a wealthy Irish squire. In
these circumstances, their lack of any attachment to the place
through births, marriages or deaths is odd. For a time they were
“in” the Valley, but they were never “of” it? Their hearts seem to
have been (and, in the final result their bodies were) elsewhere.

The Kangaroo Valley Osborne’s Heyday
From the records referred to earlier and discussions with
surviving grandchildren of Alick and Isabel, it can be said that the
heyday of the Osborne’s association with the Valley were the years
1870/1890.
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Before and after that were twilight periods, For about eleven
years from the time of his father’s death (1859) Alick made visits. By
1868 a letter from one brother to another said “We see Alick here
(i.e. Marshall Mount) every week, He is getting on well with his
farm” (presumably Barrengarry, although it didn’t say so) “and has a
great many tenants on the ground. He is going to have a house
built.” The house to which this letter refers would be Barrengarry
House in its original form. It was substantially rebuilt by Horbury
Hunt in 1880.

Barrengarry Homestead about 1890

Alick a Rentier
The statement that there were “a great number of tenants on
the ground” reveals the nature of Alick’s occupation. He was a great
rentier. There is no evidence that Alick or his sons after him did
much farming themselves. This may provide a clue to the ultimate
second twilight period which began in 1890. By that time Alick had
nearly completed the building of Hamilton House (now Tudor
House) at Moss Vale to which he and Isabel moved as soon as it was
finished. This building was also designed by Horbury Hunt and must
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have cost Alick a lot of money. It was the realisation of Isabel’s
dream to return to a more fashionable social life (after all, husbands
had to be found for their daughters) and to be near their mothers. A
further major expense during these years was the Osborne
Memorial Church at Dapto (another Horbury Hunt creation). In a
letter that George Osborne wrote from Foxlow (25.1.1885) to his
brother, Pat Hill, he said "we have squared up the remaining debts
of the Memorial Church. Alick, Ben McCabe (on Hamilton's account)
and myself stood the last shot and now the thing is settled ….”

Alick’s Outgoings
All of this building - reconstruction and extension of Barrengarry
House (1880), the Memorial Church at Dapto (1881), Hamilton
House at Moss Vale (1890) – must have made considerable inroads
into Alick’s fortune. Then there were Alick's and Isabel’s trips to
Sydney, a journey to Redbank in March 1879, yet another stay in
Sydney in November of that year on which they took the “the
family” and then Alick’s visit to Tasmania in 1880 to be followed by
a veritable expedition there in January 1885 about which Pat Hill
wrote to his wife “ .... the Alicks, wife and four or five young are off
to Tasmania." Yet again, in September of the same year from the
Australian Club in Sydney he writes “…. Alick and Isabel are in town
... their son Henry has been ill ….” and finally in December (still of
the same year) “..., the Barrengarrys are off to Hobart directly ……”
In such circumstances as these it is small wonder that in l889 Pat,
writing at Cheltenham in England, says “I had a letter from Alick, he
wants me to take rooms or a house in London for him, in a not too
fashionable locality AS ECONOMY WITH HIM WILL HAVE TO BE
LOOKED TO ….” (author’s emphasis). Even at economy rates a trip
to, and a stay in, London were not cheap.
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The Barrengarrys a Trifle Plump
By 1889 the sun at Barrengarry was setting, but it may well have
been only slightly below its zenith in 1887, for that year Pat Hill (to
his wife) had this to report “…we spent a few days at Barrengarry.
They have a comfortable home. Isabella is a capital manager and a
grand wife for old Alick. Their gardens and grounds etc etc (sic) are
well kept and in the season have the greatest amount of fruit and
flowers. They live a bit too well and it is beginning to tell for from
the Parents down they are a trifle too plump."
Of whom may Pat have been speaking on this date – 19th July,
1887? Almost certainly the answer is:- Alick and Isabel (“the
Parents”!), Charles, Henry and Alick, their three eldest sons (now
finished their schooling) and the three girls, Isabel, Laura and Millie.
The other four boys, unless home on holidays, would be at
Parramatta. All of Alick’s boys (except Alick Hutchinson) went to the
King’s School. This, in itself, made a big hole in the annual income.

The Kangaroo Valley Tenantry
Quite clearly, Alick and his family and his brother Ben were well
supported by their tenantry in the Valley. Ben sold Glenmurray to
Alick in 1870 for £6,000. Valley rentals of which there is a record
(and there may have been more) totalled £2,363 a year. Amounts
charged ranges from £12pa through such sums as £26, £30, £50,
£60, £120 and £200 to the largest £300 a year. These charges
related respectively to farms held by Jim Shaman, Arthur Little, D
Timbs, Alex Morrisson, George Watson and John Grey. The last, the
most expensive, was the land land occupied by Andie Nelson. No
attempt has been made to compute the rentals that Alick received
from the 2500 acres of land he held at Jamberoo. If these were pro
rata as profitable as the land in the Valley these would have been
producing about £800 a year. And then there would have been the
yearly income he received from “7 houses and premises on the east
side of Pitt Street” in Sydney. These were no longer part of the
estate at the time of Isabel’s death in 1901.
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The total number of Kangaroo Valley farmers and householders
paying annual rentals in 1889 was at least 44. The total acreage was
of the order of 7100 acres.

Myths about Alick’s land ownership
This amount of land appears to be the maximum that was
actually owned by the Osbornes in the Valley. For a long time there
has been a myth that they owned very much more. This is probably
attributable to the fact that at the time Henry first acquired land in
the Valley in the 1830’s there were only two other men with legal
title to land. In the absence of fencing, their cattle undoubtedly
roamed far and wide just as in 1823 O’Brien had drawn his map
showing the whole 100 square miles of Valley land divided between
him and Brooks. The myth about Osborne’s vast holdings originated
in an article which appeared in the Town and Country Journal (16th
September, 1871) which referred to the Valley as “an immense
cattle station .... twenty miles long by four miles wide in the
occupation of the Osborne family.” This would have given the
Osbornes the use of eighty square miles. This statement came to be
repeated by one writer after another - James Jervis (RAHS Journal
Vol. 36 pt 1, 1950, p 113) WA Bayley (History of Kangaroo Valley
1953 p 17) - and is echoed in a modified form (48 square miles) in a
recent authoritative work about Horbury Hunt (JM Freeland
“Architect Extraordinary” Cassell 1970, p42).
But even if the land actually owned by the Osbornes in Kangaroo
Valley was by no means as much as we have been led to believe it
was, nevertheless a very substantial amount. The total area of the
Valley is about 64,000 acres but much of this on the hill sides is not
farmable land. Of the rich alluvial flats in the “centre” of the Valley,
Alick initially owned or had control of a major part at the time of
Free Selection in 1861. For a time after that he continued to buy
land but from 1876 he began to sell.
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A Strategic Purchase
An important purchase that Alick made in 1865 was the fifty
acres of land shown as portion 126 on the Cambewarra Parish map.
In 1865 this was a lapsed Conditional Purchase. This land extends on
the south side in a line as it would be from the public school to the
bowling club. From this line the area goes across what is now the
main road to the bank of the river.
For these 50 acres Alick paid £50. The certificate of sale shows
that he deposited £13 and that he described himself as a
“Gentleman”. His address was given as Marshall Mount.
These 50 acres and Charles Wiley's 96 acres adjoining on the east
side was the land on which the Township was to develop from circa
1868.

Folk Lore on Alick’s Land “Gifts”
For a long time it has been part of the folk-lore of Kangaroo
Valley that Alick gave the land on which the Anglican and Catholic
churches and the Kangaroo Valley School were built. The story
states that “in 1867 (he) gave the land for the township” (Bayley op
cit p 177).
The Land for the churches and the school was sold by Alick to
authorities concerned from small parts of the 50 acre lot for which
he paid £50. Pro rata to size the amount he charged for each site
(10/-) was about half of what the land had cost him. But he was
later able to subdivide the remainder of the 50 acres and advertise
building allotments for sale:“... in the most central position and in the immediate vicinity of
churches, chapels, schools and commercial business places in the
highly favoured and rich locality of Kangaroo Valley and now named
the TOWNSHIP OF OSBORNE”
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This advertisement which appeared In the Kiama Independent
on 6/10/1876 related to “85 Magnificent BUILDING ALLOTMENTS”.
It had been preceded on the 8th and 12th September 1876 by
display advertisements couched in similar terms relating to 50
allotments.
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The name “Township of Osborne” was presumably either Alick
Osborne’s idea or that of GK Waldron, the Kiama auctioneer. It is
not possible to say who was responsible for the misleading terms of
the advertisements.
There is no record in the Land Registry to show that “in 1867 a
village site was laid out” by Alick Osborne (Bayley op cit p 22) nor
for the statement that “simple slab cottages soon appeared on the
village site and business places began to appear”.
Much of the land that Osborne put up for sale in 1876 still
remains “undeveloped”. Nearly all the homes and business places
which now constitute the Kangaroo Valley Township (including
“Osborne Park”) are on the 96 acres of land which was owned by
Wiley to the east of Alick’s portion. On the face of it, Wiley
succeeded where Alick failed.
The name “Township of Osborne” or (as it appears on the Parish
map) the “Village of Osborne” was never official and it ceased to be
used when Alick and Isabel left the valley in 1890 to live at Hamilton
House in Moss Vale.

Alick and Isabel’s Family
The Kangaroo Valley Osbornes, or the “Barrengarrys” as Pat Hill
called them, had eleven children – eight boys and three girls. The
first was born in 1862 and the last ln I877.
Their names; dates and places of births; marriage particulars and
dates of death are:1. Charles Throsby
Born 28.10.1861 Marshall Mount
Married 1) 5.9.1893 to Sarah McKinnon
2) Sarah Prosper Throsby (marriage date unknown)
Died 29.01.1896
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2. Henry Marshall
Born 18.1.1865 Marshall Mount
Married 26.8.1897 Lucy Dangar
Died 4,8.1938
3. Alick Hutchinson
Registrar’s certificate 22.2 1867 Marshall Mount
Un-married
Certificate gives name “Osborne Osborne”
Died 25.4.1911
4. Sydney Herbert
Born 7.8.1868 Marshall Mount
Died in infancy 4.9.1869
5. Frederick Barker
Born 12.1.1870 Throsby Park
Married to S Hubbard or to Mrs Dunbar (There is some
doubt about Frederick’s marriage to Miss Hubbard)
Died 29.6.1926
6. John Throsby
Born 16.7.1871 at Moss Vale
Un-named at time of registration
(elder born of twins)
Un-married
Died 10.6.1934
7. Isabel Throsby
Born 16.7.18 71 Moss Vale
Un-named at time of registration
Married to Dr Olivey 18.8.1890
Died 1943
8. Laura Mary
Born 29.1 .1873 Throsby Park Cottage
Married Frank Fosbery 2.3.1897
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9.Millicent Annie
Born 29.8.1874 Kiama
Married Gilbert Jessop 18.10.1902
10.Frank Septimus
Born 24.2.1875 Kiama
Married 1)15.10.1902 to Muriel Milson
2) details unknown to author
Died 25.4,1935
1l Duncan Campbell
Born 12.4.1877 Kiama
Married c 1908 to Mona Maddrell
Died 1940

The Grandchildren of Alick and Isabel
The numbers in column 1 below relate to the numbers in the
preceding table.
No

NAME

DATE OF BIRTH

1.

Alick
14.12.1894
Charles
11.2.1896
2. Isabel Mabel
29.7.1898
John Dangar
1899
Helen Beatrice 1901
Frank Edward
Eleanor Margaret 7 2 1908
3. No issue
4. No issue
5.
?
6. No issue
7. Alick
Margaret
8. Isabel
1900
Beryl
1902
9. Gilbert
1907
10. Beryl
1904
Marjorie
16.5.1908
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PLACE OF BIRTH

Moss Vale
Moss Vale
Kangaroo Valley
Kangaroo Valley
Waterview, Nr Young
Waterview, Nr Young
Waterview, Nr Young

England
Tarang
Moss Vale

11. Daniel
Timothy

3.6.1910
3.2.1914

Toowoomba
Sydney

The Osbornes leave the Valley
When Alick and Isabel left the Valley in 1890 to live at Hamilton
House (Moss Vale) the Valley properties were managed for a short
time by the eldest sons - Charles Throsby and Henry Marshall. It was
not long before they also moved on. Charles left in 1896 and Henry,
in 1900, went (unwillingly but under pressure from his widowed
mother) to a family property called “Waterview” near Young.
In the four years that Henry Marshall had charge of Barrengarry
his wife, Lucy (nee Dangar), gave birth to the only two Osbornes
who can claim Kangaroo Valley to be their birthplace. These were
Isabel Mabel (born 1898) - now living in Sydney - and John Dangar
(1899/1960).
After Henry Marshall and his family left in 1900, the fourth son,
Frederick Barker, managed the property (i.e. the homestead farm of
628 acres - all the rest was let off) until it passed from the family in
the sale which took place on 29th September, 1910. At that sale the
3736 acres which was then left of all that was originally Osborne’s,
was divided into 16 farms ranging from the largest block - the
homestead farm of 628 acres, - through the various sized blocks,
e.ge. 439 acres; 333 acres; 324 acres, 299 acres etc down to a small
holding of 17 acres consisting of two paddocks in a bend in Harper’s
Creek.
Of the family, it seems that the last to participate in Valley life
was Duncan Campbell Osborne who was, for just over a year, the
President of the newly formed Shire Council. Although called the
Cambewarra Shire Council, it was almost literally the Kangaroo
Valley Shire Council, because a major part of the Council’s area of
administration was in fact the Valley. The first elected council held
its initial meeting in January 1907 and Duncan served as President
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from then until March 1908. In that year he left the district to live in
Queensland.
Frederick Barker nay have remained at Barrengarry until after
the auction in 1910 but thereafter the family’s association with the
Valley ceased.

The Deaths of Alick and Isabel
Alick Osborne died in Sydney in 1895, at the age of 62. He was
buried at Bong Bong. Isabel died (aged 57) at Hamilton House on
13th June, 1901. She was also buried at Bong Bong.
The pall bearers at Isabel’s funeral were W Cox, W Graham, W
Cronberger, T Watson, A Nelson, (all of Kangaroo Valley) and a Mr
Grey of Jamberoo.
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APPENDIX I
Auction Sale in Kiama in 1876
The following are details of Land Sales of the Osborne Property
in Kangaroo Valley at the Auction Sale held at the Steam Packet
Hotel in Kiama on 12.10.1876.
Of the total 50 acres (Portion 126), 40 acres were sold for £749.
The adjacent Portion 90 (40 acres) a1so sold. It realised £410. Thus
total amount derived from sale = £1159.
Details:Portion 126 - 50 acres
Allocated before sale for churches
and the KV public school
Set aside for roads

Acres
6

£
£1/10/-

6

-

15
10
7
2
6

£168
£190
£250
£ 81
£ 61

14
26

£140
£270

Sold to: Michael Kenny
George Tate
J Wilson
D McDonald
Mr Kniland
Portion 90 – 40 Acres
Sold to:

Mr Kniland
J Field

Auction Sale of 29.9.1910
The brochure advertising this sale lists 16 farms of various sizes
ranging from 17 to 629 acres ... total 3736 acres. Not possible to
trace account of what happened on day of sale. Auctioneers
(Warden Harry Graves etc, Sydney) and solicitors (Andrews, Mosely
and Manning) no longer in business.
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Research in Land Registry reveals following Valley from 1911 to
1921 .
Sold to

Date

Area

Andrew Nelson
12.4.11
A and H Association
1911
James Watson
4.4.12
James Trimble
4.7.12
Joseph Beacom
20.6.12
Eliza Bates
31.10.12
Cronbergers
18.10.15
Robert Erwin
8.1.17
William Cox
24.5.18
AT Watson
28.10.18
Anna Wilson 12.6.19
217
Eleanor McRea
28.3.20
DA Nelson
28.3.20
Mark Norton
James Graham
Robert Carter
A Nelson
John Keenan

184
10
211
233
12+
274
50
211
152
125
£ 800
96
132 +
149
25.10.20
181
12.10.23
378
22.3.27
159
18.5.27
162
18.4.25
537
------4265
-------

Sum Paid
£5912
£ 200
£3798
£ 933
£ 73
£ 1649
£ 500
£ 1435
£ 2600
£ 4755
£ 2902
£2900
792(?) +
£ 3159
£ 4000
£ 1550
£ 345
£ 2000
--------£39511
---------

It is apparent that subsequently land was sold additional to that
offered in the auction sale of 29.9.1910.
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APPENDIX II
Alick Osborne and the School sites.
The files of the Department of Education ( in State Archives)
contain correspondence between Alick and the Council of
Education. In the case of both the Kangaroo Valley School and the
Barrengarry School, Alick begins by offering to give land. When the
business has advanced beyond a “point of no return he asks for or
demands payment.
For the 2 acres at Barrengarry he obtained £20. (This was part of
the 2560 acres given to Alick’s father by the Crown). For the 2 acres
on the KV Public School was built he obtained 10/- at the time of
conveyance. Later he asked for £5.
On the 11.3.1871 he wrote “l also beg to apply for £12 for the 2
acres of land that I gave to the School which I want to go as a
subscription towards the School” (!!). The Council allowed him an
additional £6.6.8 to the 10/- he had already received.
On the other hand the Council were somewhat culpable. There
were delays in approving completed buildings and in settling
contractors’ accounts. Undoubtedly their actions annoyed Alick.
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BARRENGARRY HOMESTEAD circa 1890
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